The Secretome Engages STAT3 to Favor a Cytokine-rich Microenvironment in Mediating Acquired Resistance to FGFR Inhibitors.
Acquired resistance severely hinders the application of small-molecule inhibitors. Our understanding of acquired resistance related to FGFRs is limited. Here, to explore the underlying mechanism of acquired resistance in FGFR-aberrant cancer cells, we generated cells resistant to multiple FGFR inhibitors (FGFRi) and investigated the potential mechanisms underlying acquired resistance. We discovered that reprogramming of the secretome is closely associated with acquired resistance to FGFRi. The secretome drives acquired resistance by activating the transcription factor STAT3 via its cognate receptors. Moreover, macrophages and fibroblasts could interact with cancer cells to enhance acquired resistance by promoting exaggerated and dynamic cytokine secretion, as well as STAT3 activation. We also found that Hsp90 and HDAC inhibitors could substantially and simultaneously suppress the proliferation of resistant cells, the secretion of multiple cytokines, and the activation of STAT3. Our study offers translational insights concerning the poor efficacy observed in patients with macrophage- and fibroblast-rich lung cancers and breast tumors after treatment with FGFRi in clinical trials.